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mDot mobile web, tDot Tablet
Web and Desktop web, the

goal was to bring homedepot.
com to a single-codebase responsive solution.
Challenges included bringing
all stakeholders in, building
the right team, developing the
responsive framework, engineering the CMS platform,
designing the pattern libraries
and creating a custom webfont from scratch.
Fourteen months later, we
relaunched one of the world’s
largest retail websites as an
adaptive/responsive hybrid
single-codebase site. Cleaner,
leaner and ready for business.
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The Home Depot
Before we could bring leadership and other stakeholders on
board with going responsive
with the entire site, we needed to prove feasibility using a
single section of HomeDepot.
com.
Color Center was designed as
an experience that replaced
the existing paint category on
homedepot.com and was fully
responsive from the landing
page, through the product
listing pages and including the
cart and transactional components.
My role on the project was as
Executive Creative Director
overseeing our internal team
as well as a team of 31 professionals at Salesforce.
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State Farm
We designed and developed
State Farm’s family of mobile
apps including Pocket Agent
and Right Lane, a persuavive
design focussed app to help
drivers lower their monthly
auto insurance payments.
We also illustrated the highly
detailed icons representing the
company’s 14 lines of business
and helped to develop the
visual pattern library required
to transition statefarm.com to
responsive.
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Dell Computer
We designed and developed
the Microsoft Surface Table experience for Dell’s model store
in Austin, Texas. Customers
were able to build their virtual
laptop interactively alongside
a sales representatiive with a
great deal of customization
and options. The costomized
PC details were stored on a
physical marker laid on the
table that was then used to
complete the transaction in
store with their PC being delivered within a single week.
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Screening Room
Designed and produced
several user flows and UX
studies for digital enetertainment distribution service
aimed at delivering pre-release
movies directly into users’
homes and devices while providing the box-office cut to local theater chains and groups
via geolocation.
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Access Insurance
Designed a series of
posters that aligned with
their newly created brand
guidelines with elevated
aesthetic principles and
marketing presence.
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Safco Dental
Worked with the Director of
Digital Marketing to produce
a roadmap and visual pattern library for a transition to
responsive for safcodental.
com
Created three custom frameworks for desktop, tablet
and smartphone viewports.
Then produced Several
Home, Lannding page, Listing Page, Product page and
Cart user flows that then
were used to generate the
pattern library.
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Safco Dental
Product listing page for
tablet
Product description: inline
listings module for smartphone
Active side/hamburger
menu with order pad expansion state for smartphone
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Harley Davidson
Harley Davidson’s online retail
site was a standalone
experience from it’s main
website and was versioned
with mDot and tDot
codebases.
We were tasked with updating
to a single codebase
responsive solution with an
especially light k-size footprint
with vector icons and a
custom responsive framework.

